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Abstract

Both our environment and our behavior contain many spatiotemporal regularities. Preferential and differential tuning of neural populations to these regularities can be demonstrated by assessing rate dependence of neural responses evoked during continuous periodic stimulation. Here, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to measure regional variations of temporal sensitivity along the human ventral visual stream. By alternating one face and one house stimulus, we combined sufficient low-level signal modulation with changes in semantic meaning and could therefore drive all tiers of visual cortex strongly enough to assess rate dependence. We found several dissociations between early visual cortex and middle- and higher-tier regions. First, there was a progressive slowing down of stimulation rates yielding peak responses along the ventral visual stream. This finding shows the width of temporal integration windows to increase at higher hierarchical levels. Next, for fixed rates, early but not higher visual cortex responses additionally depended on the length of stimulus exposure, which may indicate increased persistence [...]
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Both our environment and our behavior contain many spatiotemporal regularities. Preferential and differential tuning of neural populations to these regularities can be demonstrated by assessing rate dependence of neural responses evoked during continuous periodic stimulation. Here, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to measure regional variations of temporal sensitivity along the human ventral visual stream. By alternating one face and one house stimulus, we combined sufficient low-level signal modulation with changes in semantic meaning and could therefore drive all tiers of visual cortex strongly enough to assess rate dependence. We found several dissociations between early visual cortex and middle- and higher-tier regions. First, there was a progressive slowing down of stimulation rates yielding peak responses along the ventral visual stream. This finding shows the width of temporal integration windows to increase at higher hierarchical levels. Next, for fixed rates, early but not higher visual cortex responses additionally depended on the length of stimulus exposure, which may indicate increased persistence of responses to short stimuli at higher hierarchical levels. Finally, attention, which was recruited by an incidental task, interacted with stimulation rate and shifted tuning peaks toward lower frequencies. Together, these findings quantify neural response properties that are likely to be operational during natural vision and that provide putative neurofunctional substrates of mechanisms that are relevant in several psychophysical phenomena as masking and the attentional blink. Moreover, they illustrate temporal constraints for translating the deployment of attention into enhanced neural responses and thereby account for lower limits of attentional dwell time.

Introduction

Some of the first positron emission tomography and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments studied stimulus rate-dependent modulations of hemodynamic responses (Fox and Raichle, 1985; Kwong et al., 1992). These and most subsequent studies used simple stimuli and in a given range found near-linear response increases in low-level cortical areas with stimulation frequency (Singh et al., 2000; Ozus et al., 2001; Liu and Wandell, 2005; Mullen et al., 2010; D’Souza et al., 2011). These findings are congruent with predominantly phasic rather than tonic neural responses and established that hemodynamic signals can measure temporal tuning of neural populations.

To drive not just early but also high-level visual cortex, two studies varied rate in serial presentations of different face or house images (Mukamel et al., 2004; McKeeff et al., 2007). We built on this earlier work but chose periodic stimulation by alternating a single face and a single house image. From the low-level perspective, this paradigm has the advantage of a clearly defined sensory modulation at a single frequency, comparable with a flicker or grating as used in studies of lower-tier visual areas. We measured regional temporal tuning functions over a very wide frequency range and tested how much they change along the ventral visual stream. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the predictions as to how this type of periodic stimulation should translate into fMRI responses as a function of stimulation rate and regional temporal sensitivity. We expected that just as perception and behavior express upper limits of tractable frequencies, cortical population responses should increase with stimulation rate but saturate when approaching fusion frequencies with activity reductions at rates beyond peak.

Two mechanisms could underlie temporal tuning. It could be that, to achieve full amplitude, neural responses require a minimal time of sustained sensory evidence (i.e., exposure to a given sensory stimulus). Or neural processing or integration time could be the limiting factor such that full response strength depends not so much on exposure time but is diminished if other input arrives too early after stimulus onset and interferes. To discriminate effects of stimulus duration and rate, we therefore studied response modulation by duration but for fixed rates.
In addition to “bottom–up” factors like stimulus duration and rate, the “top–down” effect of attention on hemodynamic brain signals has also been investigated since early on (Corbetta et al., 1990) and progressively been tracked down to the earliest accessible stages of the sensory processing chain (O’Connor et al., 2002). Many studies have established that attention increases responses to stimulation, and some studies have attempted to disentangle contributions from background activity and response gain (Chawla et al., 1999; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000). However, we are not aware of studies that have shown whether attention changes neural temporal sensitivity. In a second experiment, we tested whether the effects of attention interact with those of stimulation rate. As attention relies at least in part on hierarchical feedback loops, its local cortical correlates manifest with greater latency than stimulus-driven feedforward responses (Martínez et al., 1999; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000). Therefore we speculated that attention might introduce additional time constraints for achieving maximal responses and hence shift tunings peak to slower rates.

Materials and Methods

Subjects. Twenty-four healthy volunteers (age, 22 ± 5 years; 10 females; 5 left-handers) participated in the study, 11 in Experiment 1 and 13 in Experiment 2. Subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. All subjects were in good health with no history of psychiatric or neurological disorders and gave written informed consent. The principal investigator (A.K.) had local ethics committee approval for this study.

Experimental paradigm. Visual stimuli were presented via a backprojection display (1024 × 768 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate) with a uniform background (black in Experiment 1, gray in Experiment 2). E-prime software (Psychology Software Tools) was used for presenting stimuli, recording behavioral responses, and synchronizing experimental timing with scanner pulse timing. Stimuli covered 6.5 × 9° of visual angle. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation on a central mark (a small square in Experiment 1; a short bar in Experiment 2). Unfortunately, no eye-tracking equipment was available for this study, which would have permitted monitoring subject compliance with the instruction.

Both experiments used a face and a house stimulus adapted from the study by Kriegeskorte et al. (2007). In the first part of Experiment 1, stimulation followed a block design: visual stimulation blocks (20 s) alternated with 10 s baseline blocks with a gray screen (Fig. 2A). During a given stimulation block, the two pictures, of a face and a house, were alternated at a fixed frequency without any gap. We tested nine alternation rates across different blocks: frame lengths per picture of 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 250, and 400 ms. In the second set, we repeated the same stimulation but additionally introduced randomly twice per block targets events during which the fixation bar presented a 50 ms tilt by 90°. Subjects were asked to detect and report these events by pressing a button (Fig. 2B). These conditions of active viewing were grouped into sessions and sessions of active and passive viewing were randomly interspersed with the according instruction presented at the onset of each session. We deliberately chose such an incidental task so as not to disrupt the stream of face/house alternations, not to bias categorical attention toward either of the two stimuli, and to avoid gross rate condition by task difficulty interactions. In the context of our questions, the only purpose of the task manipulation was to ensure that participants maintained a high degree of attention directed toward central parts of the visual stimulus stream they were exposed to.

In both experiments, functional localizer sessions were organized as a block design with each stimulation block comprising 12 alternations of a picture (500 ms) and a white screen (500 ms), followed by 6 s baseline blocks with a white screen. Pictures in a block belonged to one of four categories: faces, places, objects, and scrambled pictures (made by randomly reassembled parts of images picked from one of the three other categories). Each block with a given category and the following baseline block ensemble (12 s + 6 s = 18 s) were repeated eight times per subject.

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating predicted determinants of cortical temporal tuning. These predictions are grounded in a framework assuming that cortical regions differ intrinsically in the width of the temporal window over which they process information, that the processing of a continuous flow of sensory information involves serial sampling at a rate corresponding to window width, and that responses are phasic (i.e., determined by changes of resampled sensory signals). The left-hand column indicates a periodic input, the alternation of a single face and a single house image (indicated by F and H) at rates ranging from very high (VH) to very low (VL). The second to fourth columns illustrate the sensory content of successive windows of integration for areas differing in their intrinsic sampling rate. The sensory content can correspond entirely to one image if the neural sampling window is at least as short as stimulus duration or contain mixtures of the two frames. Sensory content is graphically indicated by the vertical position of each integration window relative to the horizontal line. We assume that fMRI signal is sensitive to the degree of variation of sensory content occurring over successive windows of integration. The ensuing tuning functions for different cortical areas are indicated at the bottom of the figure.
To ensure active processing, subjects were engaged in a one-back working memory task in which they pressed a button whenever a picture was immediately repeated.

**Data acquisition.** Imaging was performed on a 3 T MRI scanner (TIM Trio; Siemens). Each participant underwent 7 min anatomical imaging using a T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence (160 slices; repetition time, 2300 ms; echo time, 2.98 ms; FOV, 256; voxel size, $1 \times 1 \times 1$ mm$^3$) and five sessions of functional imaging with blood oxygen level-dependent contrast using a T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence (25 slices; repetition time, 1500 ms; echo time, 30 ms; voxel size, $3.5 \times 3.5 \times 3.5$ mm$^3$). For Experiment 1, each of the four experimental fMRI sessions with 403 volumes lasted 10 min and 5 s. For Experiment 2, each of the four experimental fMRI sessions with 410 volumes lasted 10 min and 9 s. Localizer sessions with 390 volumes took 9 min and 45 s.

**Functional data analysis.** We used statistical parametric mapping (SPM5; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) for image preprocessing with slice timing correction, realignment, coregistration with the structural image, normalization to Montreal Neurological Institute stereotactic space, and spatial smoothing with a 5 mm full-width half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.

General linear models were estimated subjectwise on the basis of a design matrix that covered all five fMRI sessions and included regressors for every experimental condition of the paradigm (convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function) as well as nuisance covariates from the motion parameters and their first derivatives and session blocks. A high-pass filter (128 s cutoff) was applied to remove slow drifts from the motion parameters and their first derivatives and session blocks. A high-pass filter (128 s cutoff) was applied to remove slow drifts

**ANOVAs** were performed both on the tuning curves (all frame lengths) and fitted peaks (extrapolated peak frame lengths) to explore the effects of the factors relevant for each experiment. Specifically, in the factorial statistical analyses, we explored the effects of two factors: 

1. **Experiment:** Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2.
2. **Condition:** Occurrence of target events, separately for misses and hits. For the localizer session, we modeled five regressors of interest: for each picture category and for the baseline blocks. Analysis of condition-dependent fMRI signal differences were based on the estimated $\beta$ weights for peak voxels defined in contrasts of interest in both left and right brain hemispheres since each region of interest (ROI) was activated bilaterally. Peak voxels in occipital calcarine sulcus were identified subjectwise from the contrast “all RATEs minus baseline” in the functional runs of the main experiment to represent early visual cortex (“V1/V2”). The localizer scans permitted to define peak coordinates for category-specific regions. The peak voxel of the fusiform face area (FFA) was defined as the most active voxel in a subjectwise $t$-contrast of “face minus scrambled pictures” masked with “face minus baseline.” Equivalent procedures with “place” and “object” conditions were used to define peak voxels from parahippocampal place area (PPA) and lateral occipital complex (LOC). For the latter, given its composition of subregions, we defined in each subject both a ventral temporal and a lateral occipital peak voxel (LOC and lLOC).

To build tuning profiles, we first contrasted the $\beta$ weight of each of the conditions with that of the baseline and then $z$-transformed these values for each session and subject. As no significant differences were found between hemispheres or within tiers of the visual hierarchy, further analyses were conducted after collapsing individual $\beta$ profiles between the two hemispheres and within each of three levels of the visual hierarchy, low- (V1/V2), mid- (LOC), and high-level (FFA, PPA). We then derived peak frequency values from subject by subject polynomial fits to the tuning profiles for the three tiers [similar to the studies by Hagenbeek et al. (2002), McKeeff et al. (2007), and D’Souza et al. (2011)]. A leave-one-out cross-validation approach confirmed that third-order was the most suitable polynomial degree to minimize fit error while obtaining acceptable goodness of fit values. To account for our nonlinear spacing of frequencies, these values were log-transformed before fitting the curves, providing a better goodness of fit.

**Figure 2.** Experimental paradigm. A, Face and house pictures used in Experiment 1 (top) along with schematic time line of one block in the first (middle) and second part (bottom) of Experiment 1: F, H, and B stand for face, house, and baseline, respectively. B, Face and house pictures used in Experiment 2 (top) along with schematic timeline of one block in the experiment that was repeated once with and once without a task for all stimulation rates (bottom). $T_f$ and $T_h$ indicate 50 ms frames that were inserted into the overall frame length with a fixed stimulation rate and that contained a tilted fixation bar that participants were instructed to report.
in part 1 of Experiment 1, RATE with nine levels and ROI with three levels: “low level,” “medium level,” and “high level.” In part 2 of Experiment 1, we used the same ROI factor and complemented the two-level factor RATE (400 or 800 ms) by embedding a duration factor (DUR) with five levels for each of the two RATEs. In Experiment 2, we complemented the ROI and RATE factors by an additional third factor, the task-induced effect (TASK) with two levels corresponding to passive viewing (no task) and active viewing (during the detection task). To address adaptation effects, we conducted further analyses for both experiments in which β weights were determined for the first and second repetition of each condition, which permitted introducing a REPETITION factor into the related ANOVAs. Significance levels in pairwise post hoc t tests were corrected for multiple comparisons with the Holm–Bonferroni method.

Results
Localizer and main activations: ventral stream subdivision
Figure 3, A and B, provides an overview of the topography of stimulus-driven activations across all conditions versus baseline in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, respectively. As detailed above, the subsequent analysis of interest was based on condition-dependent signal changes from functionally identified peak response voxels defined subject by subject and contrast by contrast. Table 1 lists average stereotactic coordinates of these voxels for Experiment 1. Their spatial distribution across subjects and per region is presented in Figure 4. The mean coordinates are similar to those reported in the literature for early visual cortex and category-specific regions (Downing et al., 2006) and, while slightly variable, nonetheless largely consistent across subjects.

Temporal tuning along the ventral visual stream (Experiment 1)
As a test of our first question, we analyzed mean regional fMRI responses as a function of stimulation frequency (Fig. 4B). Each region along the ventral stream showed the same overall tuning profile in which, with increasing frame durations, responses first became stronger up to a maximum and then decreased to lower values with even longer frames. In overall accord with a previous report in the literature (McKeef et al., 2007), the rates at which responses peaked, changed with regions and showed a progressive slowing down of the best stimulation rate along the ventral visual stream.

To further test for regional tuning differences, we collapsed data from left and right hemispheres as well as within tiers, with V1/V2 as low-level, the two portions of LOC as mid-level, and FFA and PPA as high-level visual cortex. A repeated-measures ANOVA with RATE and ROI as factors showed a significant effect of RATE on the response profile \(F_{(8,80)} = 19.6; p < 0.001\) and revealed a RATE by ROI interaction \(F_{(16,160)} = 10.59; p < 0.001\).

As our experiment involved only two images and hence extensive stimulus repetition, we also assessed adaptation effects on tuning functions. Similar to the above analysis, we used an ANOVA with the additional factor of session but obtained no significant main effect or interaction involving session. Since repetition effects in our setting might well be most pronounced during the first trials (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001), we estimated separately β weights for the first and second repetition of each condition in the first session. With this approach, an ANOVA with the factors REPETITION, RATE, and ROI again showed no main effect of REPETITION nor an interaction with RATE but a significant interaction with ROI \(F_{(2,20)} = 6.86; p < 0.01\). This interaction was driven by the fact that adaptation effects occurred only in mid- and higher-tier cortex.

Finally, we estimated and compared the peaks of regional tuning functions (i.e., the frame durations for which maximal fMRI responses were observed). Subject by subject, we fitted third-order polynomial functions to the β weights averaged for each tier in the ventral visual hierarchy, and extracted tuning peak rates from them (Fig. 5A, B). We further confirmed that tuning profile peaks differ significantly across ROIs by an ANOVA \(F_{(2,10)} = 13.4; p < 0.001\) and ensuing pairwise comparisons with paired t tests performed on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>(x) (SD)</th>
<th>(y) (SD)</th>
<th>(z) (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1/V2</td>
<td>−15.3 (6.2)</td>
<td>−97.6 (4.0)</td>
<td>−1.3 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>−46.5 (3.0)</td>
<td>−76.0 (5.5)</td>
<td>−3.4 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA</td>
<td>−25.7 (3.0)</td>
<td>−48.7 (5.2)</td>
<td>−9.0 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFA</td>
<td>−37.3 (3.0)</td>
<td>−49.9 (5.5)</td>
<td>−19.1 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1/V2</td>
<td>20.3 (5.7)</td>
<td>−96.1 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.6 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>48.1 (3.8)</td>
<td>−72.8 (5.9)</td>
<td>−4.1 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA</td>
<td>39.5 (4.3)</td>
<td>−56.6 (7.6)</td>
<td>−15.3 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFA</td>
<td>26.3 (4.0)</td>
<td>−47.5 (7.8)</td>
<td>−8.9 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values represent mean ± SD and are expressed in millimeters.
the individually fitted peak response rates from the different tiers. Low-level visual cortex tuning peaks were found at significantly higher rates (average peak, 109 ms frame length) than medium-level (average peak, 153 ms; \( t_{(10)} = 2.89; p < 0.05 \)) and high-level cortex (average peak, 213 ms; \( t_{(10)} = 4.33; p < 0.005 \)). High-level tuning peaks were at significantly lower rates than those from mid-level ROIs (\( t_{(10)} = 2.94; p < 0.05 \)).

Sensory exposure versus neural integration time

We used data from the second part of Experiment 1 to address the question of whether the tuning profiles result from the duration of sensory exposure or from the time available for processing and integration before novel incoming sensory information. If, for instance, higher-level visual cortex simply needed longer exposure times (DUR) to develop peak responses than lower levels, then the response within a given rate (RATE) should increase linearly with the length of stimulus exposure. We found the opposite to be true. Both in mid- and high-level ventral visual cortex, response strength for a given rate was near maximal even with the shortest durations of stimulus exposure that we tested and did not increase significantly with longer stimulus exposure times (Fig. 6). Conversely, in low-level visual cortex, there was a near-linear benefit from longer sensory exposure and this effect did not pass ceiling within the RATE values tested (400 and 800 ms). In other words, in this setting with a fixed rate, responses were maximal at stimulus durations well above those that had shown a peak in the tuning profiles studied in the first part of this experiment in which stimulus duration served to implement rate by way of periodic alternation.

An ANOVA performed on these data with the factors of RATE, DUR, and ROI revealed a three-way interaction RATE by DUR by ROI (\( F_{(6,60)} = 5.918; p < 0.001 \)) and hence showed a clear dissociation between low- and mid- and high-level regions for the effect of duration. When exploring this interaction separately for the two RATE levels, two-way ANOVAs revealed DUR by ROI interactions for both 400 and 800 ms rates (\( F_{(8,80)} = 28.9, p < 0.001; F_{(8,80)} = 42.5, p < 0.001 \), respectively). Mid- and high-level cortex showed no significant effect of duration for either of the two rates but low-level visual cortex did for both (\( F_{(4,40)} = 49.8, p < 0.001; F_{(4,40)} = 55.7, p < 0.001 \), respectively, for 400 and 800 ms). Moreover, we found that mean responses of low-level cortex in the 400 ms conditions were significantly higher than in the 800 ms conditions (\( t_{(54)} = 7.27; p < 0.001 \)), as predicted by the tuning curve obtained in the first part of the experiment. This observation simply reflects the greater number of stimulus transitions occurring in a given block length of the 400 ms compared with the 800 ms conditions. In low-level visual cortex, fMRI responses were readily linearly fit to duration (adjusted \( R^2 = 0.41 \), \( F_{(4,50)} = 10.34, p < 0.001 \), and adjusted \( R^2 = 0.67 \), \( F_{(4,50)} = 28, p < 0.001 \), for RATE 400 and 800 ms, respectively).

Attentional modulation of temporal tuning functions

(Experiment 2)

In Experiment 2, we addressed whether and how such temporal tuning profiles are modulated by attention. We therefore replicated a similar design as in the first experiment but with a reduced and more finely graded range of stimulation rates. In addition, we engaged participants not only in a “passive viewing” condition as in Experiment 1 but also obtained data with the same rates while they were engaged in active viewing due to a task that required maintaining attention allocated to the central part of the stimulus. Accuracy on this very demanding task was good but not at ceiling (78% hits) and not affected by stimulation rate (ANOVA on RATE effect on hits, \( F_{(4,96)} = 7.93, p = 0.25 \)). Reaction times were affected by rate (ANOVA, \( F_{(8,96)} = 3.08, p < 0.005 \)), but pairwise \( t \) testing showed that only RTs corresponding to the longest frame length (400 ms; \( p < 0.05 \)) were significantly slower than the others. We did not observe any significant change in accuracy or reaction time between the first and second session involving active viewing.

From previous findings in the literature, it seemed conceivable that attentional modulation of neural responses to stimulation could manifest in an upward shift [baseline offset (Kastner et al., 1999)] or in a multiplicative effect [gain control (Hillyard et al., 1998)] or a mixture of both. Neither of these scenarios should necessarily result in a change of temporal sensitivity as indexed by the peak of the tuning function. Our first analysis was therefore based on the estimated peaks of the regional tuning functions. These tuning peaks were again, as in the first experiment, derived from fitting subject-by-subject and tier-by-tier third-order polynomials for each of the conditions, passive and active viewing (Fig. 7). An ANOVA was performed on the peak response values derived from these fits and was tested for effects of the factors TASK and ROI. We found no interaction but significant main effects of both ROI (\( F_{(2,24)} = 5.5; p < 0.005 \)) and TASK (\( F_{(1,12)} = 8.3; p < 0.05 \)). This finding confirms the result of Experiment 1 that tuning peaks move to slower rates along the ventral visual
hierarchy. Additionally, this finding establishes that attention slows down tuning peak values throughout all levels of the hierarchy. This effect was qualitatively consistent across regions but offset in accordance with the regional differences in absolute tuning peak positions during passive viewing. In other words, attention preserved the overall slowing down of tuning peaks along the visual hierarchy.

To obtain a more fine-grained analysis of what accounted for these attention-related effects, we analyzed fMRI responses across all different stimulation rates. The tuning functions confirmed that attention shifted maximal responses to longer frame durations (lower rates) and hence a more complex scenario than one would have predicted for a baseline shift or increased response gain (Fig. 8). An ANOVA on the basis of ratewise fMRI responses and with the additional factors of TASK and ROI revealed a significant three-way interaction involving all factors ($F_{(16,192)} = 2.46; p < 0.005$). In other words, the RATE by ROI interaction that we had already established in the first experiment was significantly modulated by TASK. We further explored this effect by testing at each level of the visual hierarchy for RATE by TASK interactions. We found a significant RATE by TASK interaction for higher-tier cortex ($F_{(8,96)} = 2.49; p < 0.05$) but not for middle and lower tiers in which only the main effect of RATE was significant ($F_{(8,96)} = 6.3, p < 0.001; F_{(8,96)} = 11.56, p < 0.001$, respectively).

Together, the results from Experiment 2 show that, across the entire ventral visual hierarchy, recruitment of attentional mechanisms by a task shifts tuning peaks to slower rates and that this effect is most pronounced in high-level visual cortex. As for Experiment 1, we also tested for repetition effects. They were comparable with those in Experiment 1 with no REPETITION by RATE interaction (suggesting stability of temporal tuning over time) but a significant REPETITION by ROI interaction ($F_{(2,24)} = 7.12; p < 0.001$) because adaptation was only significant in mid- and higher-tier cortex ($F_{(3,36)} = 13.2, p < 0.001; F_{(3,36)} = 8.8, p < 0.001$, respectively). The interaction of TASK with REPETITION was not significant with only a trend toward stronger adaptation in these regions during active compared with passive viewing, thus in line with previous findings (Eger et al., 2004; Murray and Wojciulik, 2004).

**Discussion**

One of the motivations for studying rate-dependent neural responses is to define and localize neural substrates of psychophysical performance. Temporal sensitivity for visual stimuli has been intensively investigated behaviorally. Its inverted U-shape usually peaks around 10 Hz and reaches up to 30 to 50 Hz for strong low-level stimuli (Hart, 1987). Performance involving grouping or categorization on more complex stimuli in rapid serial visual presentation becomes virtually impossible once rates exceed 10 Hz (Holcombe, 2009). In our paradigm, perception at higher frequencies no longer preserves a sensation of alternating semantic content but instead fuses the face and house image and unites this percept from that of a persistent scene flicker. This effect that we deliberately sought to create motivated the use of a single picture in each category (Fig. 1). It has the additional advantage of avoiding an effect that occurs when serially presenting different pictures rather than periodic alternation of just two and that consists in a smearing of effective visual stimulation into lower frequencies than the upper cutoff from frame length. This difference may explain why in a previous fMRI study using strings of face or house pictures, tuning peaks in primary visual cortex were reported for rates of >20 items/s and in FFA and PPA for rates between 5 and 10 items/s (McKeef et al., 2007). Importantly, that study showed that it did not matter for tuning in FFA and PPA whether strings were composed only of house or face images or
alternated between the two categories. Accordingly, we consider that the relevant rate values in our paradigm are provided by frame durations and not by the frequencies of preferred categorical content (one-half the rate of stimulation).

In early visual areas, the tuning functions we obtained seem well in line with most previous neurophysiological investigations with low-level stimuli that have reported neural tuning peaks ranging from 3 to 10 Hz (Foster et al., 1985; Singh et al., 2003). By using a face and a house stimulus in the present study, we additionally could measure tuning functions in response to the same sensory input across all tiers of the ventral visual stream. The profiles we obtained had an inverted U-shape for all visual regions tested and showed a progressive slowing down of tuning peaks when moving up in the ventral visual hierarchy. This decreasing temporal sensitivity along the ventral visual stream matches well the aforementioned material-dependent psychophysical sensitivity variations.

At first glance, these findings might seem to contradict the fact that even ultrashort presentation can suffice for successful recognition of meaningful visual stimuli (Thorpe et al., 1996). One possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy might be that cortical responses differ not only with respect to the length of sensory stimulation that gives maximal responses but also in the width of an integration window over which this information needs to be processed. This possibility was addressed in the second part of our first experiment in which we chose stimulation rates that were slower than the tuning peaks of regions along the ventral visual stream and varied the length of sensory exposure and ensuing interstimulus interval while maintaining a constant rate. We found a clear dissociation: Early visual cortex activity increased with sensory exposure length well beyond its intrinsic tuning peak during rhythmic stimulation. Conversely, responses in higher-tier cortex were already near-maximal with much shorter exposure lengths than suggested by the tuning peaks and did not significantly increase further with exposure length. At the level of neural discharges, this distinction could be due to a gradual change from strong stimulus-locking in early visual areas to greater persistence of responses in mid- and higher-tier cortex. The latter effect is well known from direct neural recordings in electrophysiological studies and has been proposed to impact on fMRI signals and to constitute a putative substrate of iconic memory (Coltheart, 1983; Rolls and Tovee, 1994; Mukamel et al., 2004; Keysers et al., 2005).

Our observations cover the time range from sufficient duration for recognizing ultrabrief semantic stimuli (Thorpe et al., 1996) to beyond the maximal latency for masking their perception by subsequent sensory input (Enns and Di Lollo, 2000). Persisting neural activity in higher-tier brain areas could constitute a source for this window of perceptual vulnerability that
extends well beyond stimulus exposure. Conversely, within the capacity and time range probed traditionally, subsequent sensory input is not inevitably detrimental nor in itself less perceived, as illustrated by the sparing of the first item after target in a typical attentional blink setting (Potter et al., 1998). This latter phenomenon might suggest that what is being blinked is not the sensory input that immediately follows a target but the content of the next window of integration, an interpretation that suggests the temporal properties of sensory sampling to define constituent chunks for ensuing actions.

The functional significance of temporal sensitivity has maybe been more firmly established in the auditory domain (Giraud et al., 2000), but the present findings from the predominantly “spatial” modality of vision also seem ecologically plausible for natural vision because they suggest that the usual duration of fixations presents an optimal trade-off between complete visual object and scene analysis and fastest possible refresh rate of gaze position for sampling different spatial locations (Dorr et al., 2010). It might appear tenuous to relate our observations of regional cortical temporal sensitivities during passive viewing to temporal parameters that were determined in behavioral settings with demanding perceptual tasks. Our second experiment therefore addressed the relationship of attentional response modulation and temporal sensitivity even though the previously discussed earlier fMRI study (McKeef et al., 2007) found no significant impact of attention on tuning, apart from a greater number of subjects and hence power in our experiments; it might also be that we succeeded in finding an effect of attention because we sampled in a more fine-grained way the relevant range of frame lengths. Another possible explanation is that attention was oriented toward target items within semantic categories in the McKeef study (faces or houses) and that there was a huge impact of rate on behavior, whereas we only created a situation of heightened spatial attention due to an incidental task—a brief tilt of the central fixation bar—in which performance was almost independent from background stimulation rate. We hoped this manipulation would result in an “active viewing” throughout all tiers of ventral visual stream with greater permissiveness when processing locations containing central parts of the face and house stimuli.

Within this setting, we found that attention and temporal tuning interact, which in turn suggests that temporal tuning properties in the ventral visual stream are not completely hard-wired intrinsic properties but affected by functional context (Besle et al., 2011). Specifically, we found that “active viewing” due to spatial allocation of attention shifts tuning peaks to slower rates, as evidenced by a main effect of attention on peak values of tuning functions across all tiers of the ventral visual stream. When analyzing entire tuning functions separately for each visual tier, the effect was significant only in high-level visual cortex. We suggest that this is because the effects of attention are in general more readily detected the higher one moves along the visual hierarchy but also because the tuning shift in earlier areas seems to operate on a shorter timescale.

One possible interpretation of our observations is that, for attentional modulation of a stimulus-driven response to unfold, more processing time is required. This notion is compatible with timing differences observed previously for early “bottom-up” and delayed “top-down” responses in visual areas (Martinez et al., 1999; Noeselt et al., 2002). Transposed into our setting of periodic stimulation, this means that the time constraints for the deployment of attention would shift the optimal width of the integration window into a slower range than for mere feedforward volleys. Assuming a cascade of feedback loops to underpin attentional modulation rather than a single source (Bullier, 2001), this effect should scale with the intrinsic regional differences in temporal sensitivity and hence become more pronounced at higher levels of the hierarchy. Whatever the precise mechanism, however, our findings complement the existing views according to which attention is cortically implemented by baseline shifts or gain control and illustrate that, in continuous stimulation, the benefit from attention might hit temporal boundaries and require a minimum dwell time to be effective (Theeuwes et al., 2004).
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